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A progressive autonomous Spanish
archipelago off North African coast
with an ideal climate and intriguing
volcanic geography that is now
diversifying into digital and health
tourism and becoming a bridge to
Africa.
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Welcome to Canary Islands
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Known by Europeans since time of Christ
Named by Greeks as “Happy Lands”
Visited by Europeans for 7 centuries
Famous voyagers: Columbus, Amerigo Vespucci,
Magellan, Sir Francis Drake, Alexander von Humboldt…
Legend: "When God created the constellations, a
handful of stardust slipped through His fingers and fell
into the Atlantic Ocean creating the Canary Islands."
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Who am I?
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Cruise destination lecturer
Farm boy from Indiana
Economics PhD
Retired business executive
Interest in world affairs & history
Former Professor at Peru’s Universidad Agraria, UC
Berkeley, VA Tech, Purdue, NC State
Lecturer on 14 cruises of 6 cruise lines since 2009
Traveled extensively - 5 continents & 56 countries
Welcome opportunity to meet and chat with you
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Titles for my
lecturers this cruise

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Today’s dynamic Canary
Islands
History of Canary Islands – the “Happy Isles” and
steppingstones at edge of world
Madeira – Portuguese archipelago famed for its history,
wine, wood & resorts
History of Spain and Portugal – colonial powers who
split the unknown world
(Extra) Modern Spain and Portugal 4

Small but steppingstones
great historical significance
These tiny islands do not seem much today. …
In the decades following their discovery, however,
they represented a major addition to Europe.…
Madeiras and Canaries proved superbly suited to the cultivation
of sugarcane, destined to become Europe’s greatest money
crop.…
The Atlantic islands enormously extended Europe’s reach. In a
few bold leaps, seaman found sailing platforms …into the
unknown…. [T]hey eased the pain and made the impossible
possible. Was it luck or forethought that led Columbus to the
farthest Canary isle … before setting out? Whatever; he found
himself on the boulevard of the equatorial trades, and those
warm, steady winds drove him across the Atlantic in a month.”
Source: David Landis, The Wealth and Poverty of Nations, 1998, pages 68-70
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Historical significance of Canaries

The edge then stepping stone to unknown world

◼

◼

◼

Considered by Ptolemy
as edge of world
Voyages of Columbus,
Amerigo Vespucci,
Pedro Álvares Cabral,
Ferdinand Magellan &
Sir Francis Drake …
Launch pad of Franco’s
dictatorship of Spain
1936
https://www.britannica.com/topic/European-exploration/The-Age-of-Discovery
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Canaries not named after birds
◼

◼

◼
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Name of islands not from canary bird;
Canaries coat of Arms
rather, birds named after the islands
“Canaries” likely means "Islands of the Dogs“ as Pliny
the Elder noted it contained "vast multitudes of dogs
of very large size"
In ancient times, variously referred to as "Fortunate
Isles,” “Gardens of Hesperides”, or “Purple Isles”
Because of their location, historically a bridge between
Africa, North America, South America, Asia & Europe
During Age of Sail, main stopover for Spanish on way
to Americas, which sailed that far south to catch
prevailing trade winds
Source: Canary Islands, From Wikipedia
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We’ll be visiting 7 islands
(All but newest & smallest La Graciosa of
Treasure Island fame)

1.

2.

3.
4.

5.
6.

7.

Gran Canaria: Where we embarked and 2nd most popular island
with largest population and shared capital Las Palmas
Lanzarote: 3rd most popular for tourism with a spectacular
volcanic landscape and home of Timanfaya National Park
Fuerteventura: Large swathes resemble Mars windsurfer's mecca
Tenerife: Largest island and home of volcano El Teide, Canary
Island Parliament and capital city shared with San Cristóbal
La Palma: Terrain shaped by volcanic action
El Hierro: Called by the Greeks 'The edge of the world’, a small
island of peaceful villages on a volcanic landscape
La Gomera: The Magic Isle – terrain has deep ravines and
covered by laurel rain forest with a distinctive wine and an ancient
whistled speech
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Canaries are in Macaronesia
◼

◼

◼

◼

4 volcanic archipelagos in
North Atlantic, off coasts of
Africa and Europe
Belong to Portugal, Spain,
and Cape Verde (1975
independence from Portugal)
Macaronesia - Greek
meaning "islands of the
fortunate"
Not "Macronesia" analogous
to Micronesia - archipelagos
in Pacific
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Macaronesia
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Demographics shaped
by Iberian colonization
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Stone age culture when Europeans arrived in 15th c.
Natives lost knowledge of navigation and isolated
Europeans brought together diverse and distant
civilizations for the first time
Now mix of natives of North African origin, European
colonizers, enslaved Africans imported to cultivate
sugarcane and migrants from Americas
Genetics 95% European and remainder African
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Two large islands of alternating
capitals - 80% of economy
• Area of Hawaii
double that of
Canaries
• But 2.1 mil.
Canary
population
nearly double
• Population
density of
Canaries high

Province
Tenerife
Gran Canaria
Lanzarote
Fuerteventura
La Palma
La Gomera
El Hierro
Total

% GDP
43%
39%
8%
6%
3%
1%
0%
100%

%
Population
43%
40%
7%
5%
4%
1%
1%
100%
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Tourism major
industry
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Tourism pillar of economy – 32% GDP and 37% jobs
15 mil visitors - majority to Tenerife
Some of clearest night skies in Europe
Growing astronomy tours
World’s third - largest solar telescope on Tenerife
Also observatory on La Palma
Source: Isabella Noble and Damian Harper, Lonely Planet Canary Islands (Travel Guide) Lonely
Planet Global Limited. Kindle Edition
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Politics, economy and green energy

◼

◼
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Coalición Canaria - main political force since its first
regional election victory in 1993
Immigration from Africa has stabilized
Investing massively in wind power
All of El Hierro world’s first island UNESCO Geopark

Source: Isabella Noble and Damian Harper, Lonely Planet Canary Islands (Travel Guide) Lonely
Planet Global Limited. Kindle Edition
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Mount Teide volcano on Tenerife
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12,198 ft - highest in Spain
From ocean floor - 24,600 ft
4th highest volcano in world
1909 most recent eruption
In Teide National Park - a
World Heritage Site
Most visited national park in Europe and 8th in world
- 4 mil yearly
Sacred mountain for aboriginal Guanches like Mount
Olympus to ancient Greeks
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Although Spanish,
culture distinctive with
Latin American influence

◼
◼
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Warm & friendly, devoted to tradition, family and fun
Fiestas exuberant affairs
Mannerisms, expressions, food, architecture & music
vary by island - rivalries are pronounced
Traditional lifestyles on small farms & fishing villages
supplanted by employment in tourism
Catholic church plays an important role
Source: Isabella Noble and Damian Harper, Lonely Planet Canary Islands (Travel Guide) Lonely Planet Global
Limited. Kindle Edition
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Life on a Volcano – Varying Climates

◼
◼

◼

Volcanic origin - climates vary: mild & wet or very dry
El Hierro, La Palma & La Gomera to west are well
vegetated
East toward African coast, islands become more arid 16

Variety of landscapes & microclimates

Giant Lizard

◼
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◼

Some of Canaries as flat, featureless semidesert
But variety of landscapes, microclimates, flora & fauna
Some of Fuerteventura may resemble Mars, but Gran
Canaria and La Palma have lush & verdant regions
Area of 2,900 sq mi – a little bigger than Delaware,
but double its population
Source: Isabella Noble and Damian Harper, Lonely Planet Canary Islands (Travel Guide) Lonely
Planet Global Limited. Kindle Edition
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Attractive Scenes of Canaries

Garajonay National Park, La Gomera

Beach resorts near Las Palmas,

Las Palmas

Masca Village, Tenerife
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La Francesa Beach, La Graciosa

Mt Teide – like walking on surface of moon

Bathe at Charco Azul, El Hierro
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Traditions of Canarians

Shepherd's leap

Carnival of Las Palmas,
equal Rio’s
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High-Income GDP but very high unemployment
◼
◼
◼
◼

◼

GDP of Canaries $50 bil or $25,000/capita for 2.1 mil.
Lower than Spain but higher than Portugal’s
In UN High-income group
Human Development Index of (0.871) below Spain’s
(0.904), but still UN “Very high human development”
Problem is persistent 25%+ very high unemployment
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Canary economy
transitioned to
tourism

◼

◼

◼
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Agriculture once was mainstay, but as new world
developed, it displaced sugar and other crops
Bananas - leading crop, protected in Spanish market
against foreign competition
Beginning in 1960s, especially in 1980s tourism grew
Tourism hit severely by Pandemic, economy shrunk
and unemployment soared above 20%
Source: https://canariaszec.com/wp-content/uploads/Canary-Islands-Seizing-the-global-growth-opportunity,
undated by prepared in 2017 or 2018, clearly prior to the Pandemic
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Canaries seeking to
diversify economy

◼

◼

Utilizing digital technologies
to enhance connections with European
Taking advantage of their attractive taxes
◼

◼

◼
◼
◼

Corporate tax of 4% vs. global average of 23.5%
Value added tax (VAT) of 7% vs. global average of 19.5%

Plus offering legal stability due to being in EU
Seeking to attract high-tech industries & outsourcing
Also, seeking to become a center for servicing
operations in Africa
Source: https://canariaszec.com/wp-content/uploads/Canary-Islands-Seizing-the-global-growth-opportunity,
undated by prepared in 2017 or 2018, clearly prior to the Pandemic
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Canary – a Singapore
for Africa?

◼
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Become a base for serving Africa much like Singapore
is for Asia
Competitive advantage is not just ideal climate and
low taxes, but young, educated & multilingual
Potential hub for health & wellness tourism
Now placing importance on preserving natural
resources for a growing number of tourists
Due small size & need to import most materials,
industry only 8% of GDP
Source: https://canariaszec.com/wp-content/uploads/Canary-Islands-Seizing-the-global-growth-opportunity,
undated by prepared in 2017 or 2018, clearly prior to the Pandemic
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Future economic
diversification
opportunities

◼

◼
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Expand renewable energies thanks to sun, wind
and sea
Become a service center for international shipping
and ship repair
Become a meeting point between Spain & Africa
Attract “digital tourists” - people who work
remotely and seek out an attractive and low-cost
place to live
Source: https://canariaszec.com/wp-content/uploads/Canary-Islands-Seizing-the-global-growth-opportunity,
undated by prepared in 2017 or 2018, clearly prior to the Pandemic
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El Hierro soon world’s first energy selfsufficient island
◼

◼

◼

Use a combination of
wind & hydroelectric
power
Windmills provide
electricity needs plus
pump water to reservoir
for hydropower
When wind stops or
electricity demand is
high, water from
reservoir creates
hydroelectric power
http://www.ibizainspiracion.com/en/article/519/A-Spanish-island-with-100-renewable-energy
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Canary Islands Today

Summary & Conclusions

◼

◼
◼

◼

History: Great significance as island
steppingstones to New World
Geography: 8 intriguing islands & ideal climate
Culture: Spanish with distinctive Latin America
flare and unique traditions
Economy: Based on tourism but diversifying to
digital and health tourism and bridge to Africa
Thanks for attending
Please watch for schedule for next lecture
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Timeline of Modern Canary Islands
◼

◼
◼

◼
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1983: New Spanish constitution deems Canary Islands
autonomous region
1986: Canary Islands join EU as a special member state
1993: Coalición Canaria (CC), main political party formed to
work with Spanish government.
2007: World’s largest telescope starts at La Palma’s Observatory
2011: El Hierro evacuated after minor earthquake tremors lead
to fears of volcanic eruption
2015: Repsol cancels controversial oil drilling off the shores
2018: Seven-island archipelago gains new sibling to make it
eight: Isla Graciosa officially declared a Canary Island
2020: Island’s economy hit by decline in tourism due to Covid
2021: Tourism begins to revive and volcano erupts in Sep

Source: Planet, Lonely; Noble, Isabella; Harper, Damian. Lonely Planet Canary Islands (Travel Guide) (pp. 612-613). Lonely
Planet Global Limited. Kindle Edition
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